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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 36
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos)
from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1914 edition. Excerpt: . . . Aug. 1. --In spite of the
restrictions of building operations throughout the Metropolitan district and the consequent more or
less of a drag for building material during the first half of the season, there was recorded a
pronounced rally in the demand for Portland cement, and while the price has not yet actually
advanced there is a firm and rising tone to present quotations based upon the fine showing of the
month of July and the exceptional prospects of growing demand in the month of August before us.
July has recorded greater total sales of Portland cement than any previous year, with the volume
increasing the first day of August. The call for cement for export has increased since the war
agitations of Europe began and indications are that the fall and winter months will see the greatest
activity that American Portland cement manufacturers...
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Reviews
It in a single of the most popular ebook. Indeed, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Lennie Renner
An exceptional pdf and the typeface employed was fascinating to see. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your daily life span
will be transform as soon as you total looking at this publication.
-- Da le White
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